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This paper develops a general theory for constructing entanglement-assisted quantum low-density
parity-check (LDPC) codes, which is based on combinatorial design theory. Explicit constructions
are given for entanglement-assisted quantum error-correcting codes (EAQECCs) with many desir-
able properties. These properties include the requirement of only one initial entanglement bit, high
error correction performance, high rates, and low decoding complexity. These methods are flexible
and can be used to produce codes with a wide variety of parameters and entanglement requirements.
As far as the authors are aware, this is the first framework for constructing EAQECCs requiring
prescribed mounts of entanglement. Combinatorial design theory is the primary tool used in these
constructions. Results include many new codes, as well as minimum distances for several classical
codes.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Mn, 03.67.Pp
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper develops a general method for construct-
ing quantum low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes un-
der the entanglement-assisted stabilizer formalism. The
primary tool used is combinatorial design theory, which
guarantees many desirable properties in these codes. Our
results include explicit constructions of entanglement-
assisted quantum error-correcting codes for many param-
eters. We also prove a variety of new results for classical
error correcting codes, which directly apply to the quan-
tum setting. The quantum codes designed in this pa-
per achieve high error correction performance, high rates,
and low decoding complexity while requiring prescribed
amounts of entanglement.
Quantum error-correcting codes have received a great
deal of attention since Shor’s initial discovery of such
codes [1]. Beginning with quantum stabilizer codes, a
variety of other formalisms have been developed which
allow for the creation of quantum codes. Unfortunately,
most of the known quantum error-correcting codes lack
practical decoding algorithms.
In this paper, we focus on the use of LDPC codes in a
quantum setting. Classical LDPC codes [2] have very low
decoding complexity while achieving information rates
close to the classical Shannon limit [3–5]. This extends
to the quantum setting: MacKay, Mitchison, and McFad-
den presented quantum LDPC codes which surpassed,
in simulations, all previously published quantum error-
correcting codes [6].
However, previous results concerning quantum LDPC
codes have relied on the stabilizer formalism, which
severely restricts the codes which may be used. Our
results instead use the newly developed theory of
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entanglement-assisted quantum error-correcting codes
(EAQECCs) [7–9]. The entanglement-assisted stabilizer
formalism allows the use of arbitrary classical binary or
quaternary block codes for data transmission and correc-
tion of errors by using shared entanglement [10–12].
The major difficulty in using classical LDPC codes in
the entanglement-assisted quantum setting is that very
little is known about the amounts of entanglement re-
quired. In general, entanglement is a valuable resource,
so understanding the amount required is essential [11].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no general meth-
ods have been developed which create codes which use
prescribed amounts of entanglement. Previous work was
done by Hsieh, Brun, and Devetak [13], who used a class
of quasi-cyclic LDPC codes [14] to construct EAQECCs.
A basic idea of employing a limited class of LDPC codes
based on finite geometry can also be found in [15].
We will show that it is indeed possible to create
infinite classes of good EAQECCs from LDPC codes.
These codes consume prescribed amount of entangle-
ment, achieve good error correction performance, and
have low decoding complexity. Our methods are flexible
and address various situations, including extreme cases
such as requiring minimum amounts of entanglement.
The quantum LDPC codes which we construct in-
clude quantum analogues the well-known finite geometry
LDPC codes [16–18], and LDPC codes from balanced in-
complete block designs that achieve the upper bound on
rate for classical regular LDPC codes with girth six [19].
Our main tool is combinatorial design theory, which
has played an important role in coding theory since its
inception. The use of design theory also allows us to de-
termine or give tighter bounds on the parameters of clas-
sical LDPC codes for several previously unknown cases.
In Section II we define basic terminology, and outline
our fundamental method for constructing entanglement-
assisted quantum LDPC codes by using combinatorial
designs. Section III uses these results to give explicit
constructions of entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC
2codes based on finite geometries and their generaliza-
tions. New results on the well-known classical finite ge-
ometry LDPC codes are also given. Section IV presents
simulation results of our entanglement-assisted quantum
LDPC codes and discusses their performance over the
depolarizing channel. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. ENTANGLEMENT-ASSISTED LDPC CODES
FROM COMBINATORIAL DESIGNS
In this section we give a general construction method
for entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes based on
combinatorial designs. We do not describe the theory of
classical LDPC codes in detail here, instead referring the
reader to [20] and references therein. Relations between
quantum error-correcting codes and LDPC codes are con-
cisely yet thoroughly explained in [6, 13]. In Subsection
IIA we introduce necessary notions in coding theory and
combinatorial design theory. A general method for de-
signing entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes is
presented in Subsection II B.
A. Preliminaries
For the most part we follow the notation found in the
recent literature unless otherwise stated. For the detailed
treatment of the entanglement-assisted stabilizer formal-
ism, we refer the reader to [8, 9, 12].
An [[n, k; c]] entanglement-assisted quantum error-
crrecting code (EAQECC) encodes k logical qubits into
n physical qubits with the help of c copies of maximally
entangled states. As in classical coding theory, n is the
length of the EAQECC, and k the dimension. We say
that the EAQECC requires c ebits. Following the stan-
dard notation in the literature, an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC
with distance d will be referred to as an [[n, k, d; c]] code.
The rate of an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC is defined to be k
n
.
This value includes the contribution of the c maximally
entangled ebits. As a result, the related net rate is often
used instead. The net rate R of an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC
is defined to be k−c
n
. This figure describes the rate of an
EAQECC used as a catalytic quantum error-correcting
codes to create c new bits of shared entanglement [8, 9].
We employ the Claderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) con-
struction [9, 10, 21, 22]:
Theorem 1 (Entanglement-Assisted CSS Code)
If there exists a binary classical [n, k, d] code with parity-
check matrix H, then there exists an [[n, 2k− n+ c, d; c]]
EAQECC, where c = rankHHT .
We will use sparse-graph codes as the classical “in-
gredients” in Theorem 1. An LDPC code is typically
defined as a binary linear code with parity-check matrix
H in which every row and column is ‘sparse’. In this pa-
per we consider LDPC codes with parity-check matrix H
whose rows and columns contain only small numbers of
ones so that simple message passing algorithms can give
good performance in decoding.
Proposition 2 An LDPC code with parity-check matrix
H in which the number of columns is n and the smallest
set of linearly dependent columns is of size d forms an
[n, n− rankH, d] code, which gives an [[n, n−2 rankH+
rankHHT , d; rankHHT ]] EAQECC.
Basic notions related to LDPC codes and their rela-
tions to combinatorial designs can be found in [19]. We
use the standard definitions of the Tanner graph and
girth of an LDPC code.
The Tanner graph of an m × n parity-check matrix
H is the bipartite graph consisting of n bit vertices and
m parity-check vertices. The graph contains a parity-
check vertex for every parity-check equation in H and a
bit vertex for every codeword bit, such that each parity-
check vertex is connected by an edge to each of the bit
vertices which correspond to the code bits included in
that parity-check equation.
A cycle in a graph is a sequence of connected vertices
which start and end at the same vertex in the graph and
contain no other vertices more than once. The girth g(H)
of a parity-check matrixH of an LDPC code is the length
of the smallest cycle in the corresponding Tanner graph.
It is known that short cycles can severely reduce the per-
formance of an otherwise well-designed LDPC code. In
fact, one of the greatest obstacles to the development of a
general theory of LDPC codes in quantum setting is the
difficulty in avoiding cycles of length four (See, for ex-
ample, [6, 23–25]). In order to improve error correction
performance to a significant degree, we generally only
treat LDPC codes with girth greater than or equal to
six.
An LDPC code is regular if the number of ones in each
row and that of each column of H are both uniform,
otherwise irregular. The weight of a row or column is the
number of ones in it. Regular LDPC codes are known
to be able to achieve high error correction performance
while having very low decoding complexity by exploiting
the standard sum-product algorithm. Irregular LDPC
codes allow a code designer to optimize performance by
a careful choice of row weights and column weights [3–5].
We now define combinatorial designs. We only intro-
duce the minimum amount of combinatorial design the-
ory to follow the arguments in Subsection II B and the
subsequent sections. For additional facts and related the-
ory, the interested reader is referred to [26].
A set system is an ordered pair (V,B) such that V is a
finite set of points, and B is a family of subsets (blocks)
of V . Traditionally the sizes of the sets in a set system
are denoted v = |V | and b = |B|. The point-by-block
incidence matrix of a set system (V,B) is the binary v×b
matrix H = (hi,j) in which rows are indexed by points,
columns are indexed by blocks, and hi,j = 1 if the ith
point is contained in the jth block, otherwise 0. The
block-by-point incidence matrix is its transpose.
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by interpreting its parity check matrix as an incidence
matrix. The converse also holds as long as matrices are
considered sparse. In this sense, LDPC codes and set
systems are mathematically equivalent.
The current paper will focus on a well-studied type
of set system in combinatorial design theory. This al-
lows us to use the well-developed theory of combinato-
rial designs to develop a general theory for constructing
entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes in a simple
manner.
A 2-(v, κ, λ) design is a set system (V,B), where V
is a set of cardinality v and B is a family of κ-subsets
of V such that each pair of points in V is contained in
exactly λ blocks. Parameters v, κ, and λ are the order,
block size, and index of a 2-design. Note that the block
size of a 2-design is usually written as k in the literature
in combinatorial design theory. To avoid any confusion
with the dimension of a code, we use κ instead.
The number b = |B| of blocks in a 2-(v, κ, λ) design is
determined by its parameters:
b = |B| =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
λ (1)
A 2-design is called symmetric if b = v.
Every point of a 2-(v, κ, λ) design occurs in the same
number of blocks. This number r is referred to as the
replication number :
r =
v − 1
κ− 1
λ (2)
When index λ is relatively small, an incidence matrix
of a 2-(v, κ, λ) design does not have many ones. A point-
by-block incidence matrix of a 2-(v, κ, λ) design may be
viewed as a parity-check matrix H of a regular LDPC
code with constant row weight r and constant column
weight κ. Similarly, a block-by-point incidence matrix
gives a code with constant row weight κ and constant
column weight r. For historical reasons, some classes
of LDPC codes based on 2-(v, κ, λ) designs traditionally
present H as point-by-block, and other classes otherwise.
In this paper, incidence matrices will always be point-by-
block unless it is specifically noted otherwise. In the cases
where block-by-point matrices are desirable, the notation
HT will be used.
A substantial part of this paper deals with one of the
most fundamental set systems in combinatorial design
theory. A Steiner 2-design, denoted S(2, κ, v), is a 2-
design of order v, block size κ, and index 1, that is, 2-
(v, κ, 1). When κ = 3, an S(2, 3, v) is a Steiner triple
system of order v, denoted STS(v). It is easy to see
that both point-by-block and block-by-point incidence
matrixes of an S(2, κ, v) give regular LDPC codes with
girth six (see, for example, [19]).
Existence of a 2-design was asymptotically solved.
Theorem 3 (Wilson [27–29]) Necessary conditions
for the existence of a 2-(v, κ, λ) design are λ(v − 1) ≡ 0
(mod κ − 1) and λv(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod κ(κ − 1)). The
conditions are also sufficient for v > vκ,λ, where vκ,λ is
a constant which depends only on κ and λ.
For κ ∈ {3, 4, 5}, necessary and sufficient conditions
for existence of an S(2, κ, v) are known:
Theorem 4 (Kirkman [30]) There exists an STS(v) if
and only if v ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6).
Theorem 5 (Hanani [31]) There exists an S(2, 4, v) if
and only if v ≡ 1, 4 (mod 12).
Theorem 6 (Hanani [32]) There exists an S(2, 5, v) if
and only if v ≡ 1, 5 (mod 20).
For κ ≥ 6, the necessary and sufficient conditions on
v for existence of an S(2, κ, v) are not known in gen-
eral, although for small values of κ substantial results
are known. For a comprehensive table of known Steiner
2-designs, see [33].
It is notable that Theorems 3, 4, 5, and 6 were all
proved by constructive methods. Hence, these theorems
do allow us to obtain explicit examples. Numerous other
constructions for 2-designs are also known. A detailed
treatment of STS(v) is available in [34]. For various con-
structions for S(2, κ, v), see classical textbooks, for ex-
ample, [35].
B. Combinatorial design theory and construction
principles
In this subsection we develop a general theory for de-
signing entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes by
regarding them as set systems. The equivalence between
set systems and LDPC codes gives the following two fun-
damental constructions:
Proposition 7 Let H be a point-by-block incidence ma-
trix of a set system (V,B). Then there exists a [[|B|, |B|−
2 rankH + rankHHT ; rankHHT ]] EAQECC.
Proposition 8 Let HT be a block-by-point incidence
matrix of a set system (V,B). Then there exists a
[[|V |, |V |−2 rankH+ rankHTH ; rankHTH ]] EAQECC.
In the classical setting, a parity-check matrix of an
LDPC code and its transpose both define LDPC codes;
however they typically have different parameters. The
relation of Propositions 7 and 8 is the equivalent phe-
nomenon under the entanglement-assisted stabilizer for-
malism. It is notable that in general the transposed ma-
trix does not give a well-defined code space in the stabi-
lizer formalism when entanglement is not available.
First we present general theorems by simply apply-
ing these two propositions to Steiner 2-designs. Then
we develop a theory for obtaining entanglement-assisted
quantum LDPC codes with desired parameters and prop-
erties.
4Theorem 9 (High-Rate 1-Ebit Code) Let H be a
point-by-block incidence matrix of an S(2, κ, v). If r =
v−1
κ−1 is odd, then the corresponding [[n, k; c]] EAQECC
satisfies the following conditions:
n =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
,
vr
κ
−2v+1 ≤ k ≤
vr
κ
−2
⌈
1
2
+
√
1
4
+
(v − 1)(v − κ)
κ
⌉
+1,
c = 1.
H has row weight r, column weight κ, and girth 6.
Theorem 10 (High-Rate Maximum-Ebits Code)
Let H be a point-by-block incidence matrix of an
S(2, κ, v). If r = v−1
κ−1 is even, then the corresponding
[[n, k; c]] EAQECC satisfies the following conditions:
n =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
,
k =
{
vr
κ
− v + 1 when κ is even,
vr
κ
− v + 1 or κ− v − 1 when κ is odd,
c = v − 1.
H has row weight r, column weight κ, and girth 6.
Theorem 11 (Low-Rate High-Redundancy Code)
Let HT be a block-by-point incidence matrix of an
S(2, κ, v). Then the corresponding [[n, k; c]] EAQECC
satisfies the following conditions:
n = v,
k ≤ v − 2
⌈
1
2
+
√
1
4
+
(v − 1)(v − κ)
κ
⌉
+ c,
c ≥ 1.
H has row weight κ, column weight r, and girth 6.
Proof of Theorems 9, 10, and 11. We first prove
Theorems 9 and 10. We use Proposition 7. Length n is
equal to the number of columns in H . By substituting
λ = 1 in Equation 1, we have n = v(v−1)
κ(κ−1) . When r is
odd, a lower bound on rankH is given in [36, p. 52].
Because every point appears exactly r times and every
pair of points appears exactly once in the set of blocks,
it is straightforward to see that HHT = J , where J is a
v × v matrix of ones. Hence rankHHT = 1. When r is
even, rankH is given in [37]. It is easy to see that HHT
is a v×v matrix which has zeros on the diagonal and ones
in all other entries. Because the fact that r is even implies
that v−1 is also even, rankHHT is v−1. Applying HT
to Proposition 8 gives the statement of Theorem 11. The
proof is complete. 
Applying Theorem 3 to Theorem 9 gives quantum
LDPC codes with very high net rate while requiring only
1 ebit. Similarly, Theorem 10 gives quantum LDPC codes
which have very high net rate and can take advantage of
very large c when an adequate amount of entanglement
is available. In fact, when a parity-check matrix H of an
S(2, κ, v) is full rank, the corresponding classical LDPC
code achieves an upper bound on rate for an LDPC code
with girth six.
Theorem 12 (Johnson [19]) Let H be a v × n parity-
check matrix of a classical regular LDPC code of length
n, column wight κ, and girth 6. Let also rankH = v.
Then it holds that n ≤ v(v−1)
κ(κ−1) , where equality holds if
and only if H is an incidence matrix of an S(2, κ, v).
Applying Theorem 3 to Theorem 10 can give quantum
LDPC codes of the same net rate. Because larger c can
increase rate when there is an adequate amount of pre-
existing entanglement, these EAQECCs can achieve even
higher rates and error correction performance.
Theorem 11 is useful when one wishes to use an
entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC code over a very
noisy channel because of the smaller dimensions. As we
will see in Theorem 14 later in this section, a careful
choice of S(2, κ, v) gives enough dimension and large min-
imum distance. The high error correction performance of
such codes will be demonstrated in simulations in Section
IV.
Note that the rank of an incidence matrix of an
S(2, κ, v) may not be full depending on the structure of
the design. When a parity-check matrix must be regular
and have full rank at the same time, we pick an S(2, κ, v)
whose rank of an incidence matrix is full. This can always
be done if we use an STS(v), v 6= 7 [38]. For general the-
ories of ranks of incidence matrices of 2-designs, we refer
the reader to [37] and [39].
The code minimum distance plays less of a role in the
performance of sum-product decoding than maximum
likelihood decoding. For this reason, we explore param-
eter d of an [[n, k, d; c]] EAQECC based on LDPC codes
in detail only when it plays an important role. The tight-
est known bound on the minimum distance of an LDPC
code based on an STS(v) is found in very large scale in-
tegration (VLSI) literature as a bound on “evenfreeness”
of optimal constant weight X-codes [40]. Girths and re-
lated structures of LDPC codes based on S(2, κ, v)s have
also been studied in the recent LDPC coding literature
(see, for example, [41, 42] and references there in).
In the reminder of this section, we describe general
guidelines for designing entanglement-assisted quantum
LDPC codes with desired parameters and properties by
starting from the above theorems.
We fist consider an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC requiring only
a small amount of entanglement. The extreme case is
5when c = 1.
Corollary 13 Let v and κ be positive integers satisfying
v − 1 ≡ 0 (mod κ − 1) and v(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod κ(κ −
1)). Then for sufficiently large v and some k satisfy-
ing the condition in Theorem 9, there exists an [[n, k; 1]]
EAQECC.
Proof. Apply Theorem 9 to Theorem 3. 
A comprehensive table of known Steiner 2-designs
found in [33] gives explicit examples of [[n, k; 1]]
EAQECCs based on S(2, κ, v) of small v.
A special case of Theorem 11 also gives an EAQECC
with c = 1.
Theorem 14 There exists a [[4t + 2t + 1, 4t + 2t − 2 ·
3t, 2t + 2; 1]] EAQECC for every integer t ≥ 1.
Proof. For every integer t ≥ 1 there exists a symmetric
S(2, 2t + 1, 4t + 2t + 1) in which the transpose is also an
S(2, 2t + 1, 4t + 2t + 1) [26]. The rank of its incidence
matrix is given in [39]. 
The classical LDPC codes used in this theorem are as
a special case of Type I PG-LDPC codes, which have no-
table error correction performance in the classical setting
[16–18]. We will investigate codes of this kind in details
in Section III.
Next we present a general method for designing
EAQECCs with relatively small c. The main idea is that
we discard some columns from an incidence matrix of
an S(2, κ, v) and then apply Proposition 7 as we did in
Theorem 9.
Let (V,B) be an S(2, κ, v). Take two subsets V ′ ( V
and B′ ( B. The pair (V ′,B′) is called a proper subdesign
of block size κ if it is an S(2, κ, |V ′|). Because we do
not consider other kinds of subdesign, we simply call a
proper subdesign (V ′,B′) of block size κ a subdesign. A
pair of two proper subdesigns (V ′,B′) and (V ′′,B′′) in an
S(2, κ, v) are point-wise disjoint if V ′ ∩ V ′′ = ∅.
Theorem 15 Let (V,B) be an S(2, κ, v) with odd r =
v−1
κ−1 . Assume that (V,B) contains j mutually point-
wise disjoint subdesigns (Vi,Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that⋃j
i=1 Vi ( V and each (Vi,Bi) has odd replication num-
ber. Then there exists an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC satisfying
the following conditions:
n =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
− |
⋃
Bi|,
c = j + 1.
Proof. Take an arbitrary incidence matrix H of an
S(2, κ, v) with odd r. Delete j mutually point-wise dis-
joint subdesigns (Vi,Bi) as described. It is always pos-
sible to reorder the columns of the resulting incidence
matrix H ′ such that it is of the form:
H ′H ′T =


D1 J · · · J
J D2 · · · J
...
. . .
...
J J · · · Dj J
J J · · · J


where Di is a |Vi| × |Vi| all zero matrix and each J is a
matrix of appropriate size consisting of ones. It is easy
to see that rankH ′H ′T = j +1. Applying Proposition 7
to H ′ completes the proof. 
In general, deleting a subdesign makes a parity-check
matrix slightly irregular. If irregularity causes a critical
problem, this may not immediately give an ideal code.
However, discarding more point-wise disjoint subdesigns
alleviates the irregularity. In fact, if we delete subdesigns
of the same order such that each point belongs to one
deleted subdesign, we have a regular parity-check matrix
again.
Let V be a set of cardinality v and W a family of
subsets of V partitioning the v elements. A Steiner W -
spread in an S(2, κ, v) (V,B) is a set of |W | Steiner 2-
designs S(2, κ, wi), wi ∈ W , such that each S(2, κ, wi) is
a subdesign of (V,B). If |wi| = κ for every i, a Steiner
W -spread is called a parallel class.
Theorem 16 Let (V,B) be an S(2, κ, v) with odd r =
v−1
κ−1 . Assume that (V,B) contains a Steiner W -spread
(Vi,Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ |W |, where each (Vi,Bi) has odd repli-
cation number. Then there exists an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC
satisfying the following conditions:
n =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
− |
⋃
Bi|,
c = |W |.
Moreover, if |Vi| = |Vi′ | for all i and i′, a parity-check
matrix of the corresponding LDPC code is regular and
has row weight r − |Vi|−1
κ−1 and column weight κ.
Proof. Let H be an incidence matrix of an S(2, κ, v)
with odd r which contains a Steiner W -spread. Delete
the Steiner W -spread from (V,B). It is straightforward
to see rankHHT = |W |. Because each subdesign has
the same replication number |Vi|−1
κ−1 , the resulting code is
regular. 
Deleting subdesigns always shorten the length of the
corresponding code. Discarding columns will not de-
crease the minimum distance or the girth. In this sense,
we expect EAQECCs obtained through subdesign dele-
tion have better error correction performance than the
original code. We will demonstrate this effect in simula-
tions in Section IV.
One may wish to exploit a relatively large amount of
entanglement to increase rate. Deleting an S(2, κ, w)
with even replication number w−1
k−1 can increase the re-
quired amount of entanglement to a larger extent.
6Theorem 17 Let (V,B) be an S(2, κ, v) with odd r =
v−1
κ−1 . Assume that (V,B) contains j mutually point-
wise disjoint subdesigns (Vi,Bi), 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that⋃j
i=1 Vi ⊆ V and each (Vi,Bi) has even replication num-
ber. Then there exists an [[n, k; c]] EAQECC satisfying
the following conditions:
n =
v(v − 1)
κ(κ− 1)
− |
⋃
Bi|,
c =
j∑
i=1
(|Vi| − 1) + 1.
Moreover, if (Vi,Bi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ j forms a Steiner spread
where |Vi| = |Vi′ | for all i and i′, a parity-check matrix
of the corresponding LDPC code is regular and has row
weight r − |Vi|−1
κ−1 and column weight κ.
Proof. Take an arbitrary incidence matrix H of an
S(2, κ, v) with odd r. Delete j mutually point-wise dis-
joint subdesigns (Vi,Bi) each of which has odd replication
number. If
⋃j
i=1 Vi ( V , it is always possible to reorder
the columns of the resulting incidence matrix H ′ such
that it is of the form:
H ′H ′T =


I1 J · · · J
J I2 · · · J
...
. . .
...
J J · · · Ij J
J J · · · J


where Ii is the |Vi| × |Vi| identity matrix and each J is
a matrix of appropriate size consisting of ones. Because
each Ii has Vi independent rows and each |Vi| is odd,
rankH ′H ′T =
∑j
i=1 (|Vi| − 1)+1. Applying Proposition
7 to H ′ gives c =
∑j
i=1 (|Vi| − 1)+1. If
⋃j
i=1 Vi = V , we
have:
H ′H ′T =


I1 J J
J I2 · · · J
...
. . .
...
J J · · · Ij


where each Ii is of size |Vi|×|Vi| and |Vi| is odd. Applying
Proposition 7 to H ′, we have c =
∑j
i=1 (|Vi| − 1) + 1. If
each Vi is of the same size, the regularity of H
′ is trivial.
The proof is complete. 
When irregularity in a parity-check matrix is accept-
able or favorable, a code designer can combine the tech-
niques in Theorems 15, 16 and 17. The required amount
of entanglement is easily computed from the above argu-
ments.
Because these subdesign deletion techniques change
the length and dimension of a code in a gradual manner,
they are also useful when one would like an EAQECC
of specific length and/or dimensions. Similar theorems
for quantum LDPC codes consuming a large number of
ebits can also be obtained by applying these methods to
EAQECCs in Theorem 10.
III. FINITE GEOMETRY CODES
In this section, we apply our general theory to finite
geometries. This allows us to construct entanglement-
assisted quantum LDPC codes with a variety of de-
sirable properties. While we do not claim that codes
presented here are the best possible quantum error-
correcting codes obtainable through our method, we be-
lieve that this section gives one of the simplest and the-
oretically beautiful applications of our method. In par-
ticular, finite geometries allow us to generate high per-
formance entanglement-assisted quantum codes based on
classical codes which are known to have remarkable error-
correction ability and various desirable properties.
By virtue of combinatorial design theory, we give de-
tailed accounts for parameters and coding theoretic prop-
erties finite geometry LDPC codes have. Several results
presented here are new in both quantum and classical
error correction theories.
A. Projective geometry codes
We begin by studying the EAQECCs which may be
obtained from projective geometries. Certain projective
geometry codes have been extensively studied as sparse-
graph codes [16].
First, we will examine the basic structure of projec-
tive geometries, and the designs which may be obtained
from them. The projective geometry PG(m, q) of di-
mension m over Fq is a finite geometry whose points are
the 1-dimensional subspaces of Fm+1q . The i-dimensional
projective subspaces are the (i + 1)-dimensional vector
subspaces of Fmq , always excluding the zero vector.
The points and lines of a projective geometry form a
Steiner design, denoted PG1(m, q), which has parameters
2−
(
qm+1 − 1
q − 1
, q + 1, 1
)
.
It has b = (q
m+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1) blocks, and replication number
r = q
m−1
q−1 = q
m−1 + qm−2 + · · · + q + 1. These designs
have been previously studied in the context of classical
LDPC codes, as well as Quantum LDPC codes (See, for
example, [16, 43]).
We may obtain EAQECCs from projective geometry
designs. These come in two varieties, traditionally called
Type 1 (using the block-by-point incidence matrix of the
design), and Type 2 (using the point-by-block incidence
matrix). Let D = PG1(m, q) with v points and b blocks.
Suppose H is the point-by-block incidence matrix of D.
Applying Proposition 7, the resulting EAQECC has pa-
rameters[[
v, v − 2 rankH + rankHHT , d1; rankHH
T
]]
, (3)
where d1 is the minimum distance of the code which has
H as a parity check matrix. If we instead use the block-
by-point incidence matrix HT , applying Proposition 8,
7we obtain an EAQECC with parameters[[
b, b− 2 rankH + rankHTH, d2; rankH
TH
]]
, (4)
where d2 is the minimum distance of the code which has
HT as a parity check matrix.
In this section, we will show how the parameters in
Equations 3 and 4 may be calculated in general. Some
of these are easy to obtain directly from the correspond-
ing design: v and b are easily calculable from the design
parameters. The value of rankH is also known for all
projective geometry designs. If q is even, then rankH is
given by a formula of Hamada, given in Figure III A. We
will refer to this dimension with the notation rank (m, 2t)
when necessary. When q is odd, the 2-rank of PG1(m, q)
is given by a formula of Frumkin and Yakir [44], and it
is always v − 1 = q
m+1−q
q−1 .
Hamada’s dimension formula can be difficult to calcu-
late, due to the number of parameters involved. A fair
amount of work has gone into finding simplified versions
of this formula for specific parameters (for relevant ex-
amples, see [37, 39, 45–49]). The rank of PG1(m, 2
t)
given by rank (m, 2t) was conjectured by Hamada [37]
to be the lowest 2-rank among all designs with these pa-
rameters. This has been confirmed in a number of cases,
although in general the conjecture is still open. Thus we
expect that the designs PG1(m, q) should provide codes
with the best possible dimensions among all designs with
the same parameters.
We will also give minimum distances in all cases, and
show how the values of rankHHT and rankHTH may
be obtained for several infinite classes of designs.
We will now examine the codes obtained from
PG1(m, q) in detail. This will be divided into subsec-
tions based on the orientation of the incidence matrix.
1. Point-by-block (Type 2) codes
We will first consider the codes obtained by using the
point-by-block incidence matrixH of PG1(m, q) as a par-
ity check matrix. These codes correspond to classical
“Type 2” LDPC codes. The cases in which q is even,
and q is odd, are somewhat different and will be treated
separately.
We first assume that q is even.
Minimum distance. We begin with the minimum dis-
tance of the EAQECC obtained from the point-by-block
incidence matrix of PG1(m, 2
t). We require several def-
initions. A dual hyperoval H is a set of q + 2 lines of
PG1(2, q), such that each point of PG1(2, q) lies on ei-
ther 0 or 2 lines of H . Dual hyperovals are known to
exist if and only if q is even. An example is the set of
projective lines with equations
{X0 + βX1 + β
2X2 = 0 : β ∈ Fq}∪ {X1 = 0}∪ {X2 = 0}
Also, the support of a codeword c, denoted supp(c), is
the set of all coordinate positions in the code for which
c is nonzero.
Theorem 19 Let H be the point-by-block incidence ma-
trix of D = PG1(m, q), q = 2
t. Then the minimum
distance of the code whose parity check matrix is H, is
d = q + 2.
Proof. First, note that coordinates of the codewords
correspond to lines of the geometry, and a codeword cor-
responds to a set S of lines in PG1(m, q) such that every
point is contained in an even number of lines of S. The
correspondence is given by S = supp(c).
Assume that we have a non-zero codeword c, then
wt(c) > 0 and hence supp(c) contains at least one line
ℓ. Now through each point, we have an even number of
lines of supp(c). In particular, each of the q + 1 points
on ℓ lies on at least one other line of supp(c), and all
these lines are different (as they have different intersec-
tion with ℓ). Hence there are at least 1 + (q + 1) lines in
supp(c), i.e. d ≥ q + 2.
Let π be a plane in PG(m, q) and S the set of the q+2
lines of a dual hyperoval in π. Then S, interpreted as
lines of PG1(m, q), forms a codeword of weight q + 2,
hence d = q + 2. 
By Theorem 19 the minimum distance is q + 2, which
grows linearly with q.
Dimension. The dimension of the EAQECC obtained
from H is k = b − 2 rank (m, 2t) + c, where rank (m, 2t)
given by Theorem 18.
Entanglement consumption. We now examine the
ebit consumption of these EAQECCs, given by c =
rankHHT . Using the parameters of the design, we see
that λ = 1 and r is odd, so HHT = J . This gives
c = rank (HHT ) = 1. Thus we have an infinite family of
EAQECCs which consume only one ebit. The entangle-
ment consumption rate is
c
n
=
1
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
which decays exponentially with even linear growth of m
or q.
Next, we examine the EAQECCs obtained from the
point-by-block incidence matrix H of PG1(m, q) when q
is odd.
Dimension. As above, the dimension of the EAQECC
is k = b − 2 rankH + c = b − 2(v − 1) + c for any m. If
m = 2, then we obtain an EAQECC with a dimension
too small to be of practical use:
Lemma 20 Let H be the point-by-block incidence matrix
of D = PG1(2, q), q odd. Then the code whose parity
check matrix is H, consists of only the zero vector and
the all-one vector.
Proof. Since rankH = v−1 and H is a square matrix,
the code has dimension 1, meaning that there is only
one nonzero codeword. Clearly, the all-one vector is a
codeword, since through every point there are q + 1 of
lines, an even number. Hence, this is the only nonzero
codeword. 
8Theorem 18 (Hamada [39]) The 2-rank of PG1(m, 2
t) is exactly:
rank (m, 2t) =
X
(s0,s1,...,st)
t−1Y
j=0
L(sj+1,sj)X
i=0
(−1)i
 
m + 1
i
! 
m + 2sj+1 − sj − 2i
m
!
where the sum is taken over all ordered sets (s0, s1, . . . , st) with s0 = st, sj ∈ Z such that 0 ≤ sj ≤ m− 1 and 0 ≤ 2sj+1 − sj ≤
m + 1 for each j = 0, . . . , t− 1, and where
L(sj+1, sj) =
»
2sj+1 − sj
2
–
.
When m ≥ 3, we may obtain more interesting codes.
Minimum distance. We require a definition before giv-
ing the minimum distance d in this case. A hyperbolic
quadric Q is a substructure (P ,L) of PG1(3, q) with
(q+1)2 points and 2(q+1) lines, such that each point of
P lies on exactly two lines of L and every 2-dimensional
subspace of PG(3, q) contains 0 or 2 lines of L. Hyper-
bolic quadrics are known to exist for all q. An example
is the point set
{(X0, X1, X2, X3) : X0X1 +X2X3 = 0}
with the projective lines intersecting this set in at least
three (and then automatically q + 1) points.
In the proof of the following theorem, the support of
a codeword, denoted supp(c), is the set of all blocks
for which the corresponding position in the word c is
nonzero.
Theorem 21 Let H be the point-by-block incidence ma-
trix of D = PG1(m, q), m ≥ 3, q odd. Then the min-
imum distance of the code whose parity check matrix is
H, is d = 2(q + 1).
Proof. First, note that positions of the code correspond
to lines of the geometry, and a codeword corresponds to
a set S of lines in PG1(m, q) such that every point is
contained in an even number of lines of S. The corre-
spondence is given by S = supp(c).
Let Π be a 3-dimensional subspace of PG(m, q) and let
(P ,L) be a hyperbolic quadric in Π. Then L, interpreted
as lines of PG1(m, q), forms a codeword of weight 2q+2,
since each point is contained in 0 or 2 lines of L. Hence
d ≤ 2q+2. Now we will show that there are no codewords
of weight smaller than 2q + 2.
Assume that there exists a codeword c of weight
smaller than 2q+2, i.e. supp(c) is a set of less than 2q+2
lines in PG(n, q), such that each point lies on an even
number of lines of supp(c). We will show that for any 2-
dimensional subspace π one has either |supp(c) ∩ π| ≤ 1
or |supp(c) ∩ π| ≥ q + 2.
First, let S = supp(c) ∩ π = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓi}. For each
j ∈ {1, . . . , i}, each of the points on ℓj has to lie on at
least one other line of supp(c), and at most i− 1 of them
can lie on a line of S. Hence at least q + 1 − (i − 1)
of them are lines in supp(c) \ S and since they all have
different intersection with π, this yields i(q − i+ 2) lines
in supp(c) \ S. Together with the i lines of S, we have
i(q − i+ 2) + i < 2q + 2
and solving this quadratic inequality for i gives us that
either i > q + 1 or i < 2. But i is an integer, hence
i ≥ q + 2 or i ≤ 1.
Now, let ℓ be any line of supp(c). Each point of ℓ must
lie on at least one other line, hence there certainly exist
planes π with i ≥ 2 (and hence i ≥ q + 2). Let π be
such a plane. We will now show that all lines of supp(c)
are contained in π. Assume, by contradiction, that there
exists a line ℓ′ ∈ supp(c) \S. Through each of the points
on ℓ′ \π, we need at least one other line of supp(c) which
is not contained in π. Since there are at least q points on
ℓ′ \ π, one has
|supp(c)| = |S|+ |supp(c)\S| ≥ (q+2)+(1+q) > 2q+2,
contradiction. Hence ℓ′ does not exist and supp(c) is con-
tained within a single plane π. However, π is a PG1(2, q)
and by Lemma 20 we need q2 + q + 1 > 2q + 2 lines in
this case, contradiction. Hence, no codewords of weight
less than 2q + 2 can exist in this code. 
Thus, the minimum distance of this EAQECC is ex-
actly 2(q + 1), which grows linearly with q.
Entanglement consumption. Recall that HHT = λJ +
(r−λ)I, where J is the v× v matrix of all ones, and I is
the v×v identity matrix. Note that λ = 1. However, r is
a sum of m terms, each odd. Thus r is odd only when m
is odd, giving c = 1. Ifm is even, c = rankHHT = v−1.
Therefore in the case where m is odd, we have an-
other infinite family of EAQECCs which consume only
one ebit. If m is even, we obtain an infinite family which
consumes almost the maximum number of ebits.
Figures 1 and 2 give a sample of the parameters of the
Type 2 codes which may be obtained from PG1(m, q)
with q even and q odd, respectively.
2. Block-by-point (Type 1) codes
Next we consider the EAQECCs which may be ob-
tained from the block-by-point incidence matrix, denoted
HT , of PG1(m, q). The codes obtained in this manner
correspond to the classical “Type 1” LDPC codes.
We first take care of a special case. If q is odd, then
rankH = v − 1. In a manner analogous to Lemma 20,
9FIG. 1. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from PG1(m, q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 2 35 14 4 1
4 2 155 104 4 1
5 2 651 538 4 1
6 2 2667 2428 4 1
2 4 21 2 6 1
3 4 357 236 6 1
4 4 5795 5204 6 1
2 8 73 18 10 1
3 8 4745 3944 10 1
FIG. 2. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from PG1(m,q), q odd. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 3 130 53 8 1
4 3 1210 1090 8 120
3 5 806 497 12 1
3 7 2850 2053 16 1
we may show that the code obtained from H will consist
only of two vectors: the zero vector, and the all-1 vector.
Therefore, the minimum distance is v = q
m+1−1
q−1 . This
shows that the Type 1 EAQECCs obtained from H for q
odd are not sufficiently large to be of interest.
Henceforth, we assume that q is even.
Dimension. The dimension of the EAQECC obtained
from HT is given by k = v − 2 rankHT + c, where
rankHT = rankH = rank (m, 2t) is given by Theorem
18, and c = rankHTH .
It is not clear, from examining the formula for
rank (m, 2t), that v − 2 rankHT > 0. In calculating
examples of small parameter sets, one may notice that
several of the designs with m ≥ 3 and q even produce a
Type 1 EAQECC for which v − 2 rankHT ≤ 0. Thus,
in order to produce nontrivial codes which do not rely
entirely on ebits for data transmission, it is important to
understand when rankHT < v/2. We first address the
special case m = 2:
Theorem 22 Let D = PG1(2, 2
t) with block-by-point in-
cidence matrix HT . Then rankHT < v/2 for all t ≥ 2.
Consequently, the EAQECC produced by HT has non-
trivial dimension.
Proof. By a simplification of Hamada’s formula, we
have rankHT = 3t+1, while v = 22t+2t+1. Algebraic
manipulation gives the required result. Note that for
t = 2 we have 2 rankHT = 4 while v = 7, and so this
bound is sharp. 
Similarly, for m > 2, it is possible for the dimension
of H to be close to v. If rankHT < v/2, we are guaran-
teed that v − 2 rankH > 0. Although rankHT is diffi-
cult to calculate in general, we note that as q increases,
rankH grows at a slower rate than v. Thus we may
expect that, for q large when compared to m, the value
of v − 2 rankHT will eventually become (and remain)
positive, giving good codes. Figure 3 shows the relative
sizes of v and rankHT for m = 3 and several value of q,
demonstrating that v − rankHT > 0 for even q ≥ 27.
FIG. 3. Relative sizes of rankH and n for Type 1 codes
obtained from PG1(m, 2
t).
m q n rankH ( rankH)/n
3 26 2.6 · 105 1.4 · 105 0.5407
3 27 2.1 · 106 1.0 · 106 0.4920
3 28 1.6 · 107 7.5 · 106 0.4464
3 29 1.3 · 108 5.4 · 107 0.4045
Minimum distance. The minimum distance is (q +
2)qm−2 [50]. Note that here the minimum distance grows
exponentially as the dimension of the geometry increases.
Entanglement consumption. In general, rankHTH is
not known for q even (nor for q odd), although we do have
the bound rankHTH ≤ rankH . Because rankH is
conjectured to be the smallest possible 2-rank among all
designs with the parameters of PG1(m, q), this indicates
that the EAQECCs obtained from projective geometry
designs may consume relatively small numbers of ebits.
In the special case m = 2, the design PG1(2, q) is a
symmetric design called a projective plane. In this case,
we can say more about the EAQECCs obtained from the
block-by-point incidence matrix of PG1(2, q). The key
feature of projective planes which we will use is that each
line of the projective plane intersects every other line in
exactly one point. Additionally, each line contains q + 1
points.
When q = 2t is even, then the size of each block is
odd. As a result, we have c = rankHTH = 1. In
this case, the dimension of the corresponding EAQECC
is k = v−2 rankHT +c = 4t+2t−2 ·3t and by Theorem
22, this dimension is nontrivial. The minimum distance is
q+2 [50]. Therefore, projective planes provide EAQECCs
with minimal ebit requirements. Note that this is the
special design used in Theorem 14.
Figure 4 gives sample parameters of the Type 1 codes
obtained from PG1(m, q) for q even. Figure 11 summa-
rizes the general form of all parameters of the EAQECCs
which we obtain from PG1(m, q).
FIG. 4. Sample parameters of Type 1 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from PG1(m, q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
2 4 21 2 6 1
2 8 73 18 10 1
2 16 273 110 18 1
2 32 1057 570 34 1
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3. Projective subdesigns
Finally, we examine the subdesigns of projective ge-
ometry designs. These subdesigns may be used as in
Theorem 15 and 16 to fine-turn the rates and distances
of the EAQECCs obtained from these designs.
The primary tool which we will use is a t-spread. A t-
spread of PG(m, q) is a set of t-dimensional projective
subspaces which partition the points of the geometry.
In other words, a t-spread consists of a set of (t + 1)-
dimensional vector subspaces of Fm+1q which contain ev-
ery nonzero point exactly once. It is well known (see, for
example, [51, p. 29]) that PG(m, q) admits a t-spread if
and only if t+ 1 divides m+ 1.
Let D = PG1(m, q), and suppose t ≥ 2 is chosen so
that t+1 divides m+1. Then a t-spread of PG(m, q) ex-
ists. Each t-dimensional subspace in the spread contains
an isomorphic copy of the design D′ = PG1(t, q). Note
that the blocks of D′ have size q + 1 and are also blocks
of D. Therefore we have the following well-known result:
Theorem 23 Let D = PG1(m, q) and suppose t+ 1 di-
vides m + 1. Then D contains (qm+1 − 1)/(qt+1 − 1)
disjoint copies of PG1(t, q) whose point sets partition the
points of D.
For example, the design PG1(5, 2) contains 9 disjoint
copies of PG1(2, 2) as subdesigns. These subdesigns par-
tition the points of PG1(5, 2).
Thus, we may find a set of disjoint subdesigns which
partition the points of PG1(m, q) whenever m+ 1 has a
nontrivial factor. Naturally, we may further sub-divide
each subdesign of dimension t into smaller subdesigns,
based on the nontrivial factors of t+ 1.
B. Affine geometry codes
In this section, we will study the EAQECCs obtained
from affine geometry designs, which are another type of
finite geometry designs. Affine geometry designs have
previously been comparatively overlooked in the study
of LDPC codes.
First, we examine the structure of affine geometries,
and the designs which may be obtained from them. The
affine geometry AG(m, q) of dimension m over Fq is
a finite geometry whose points are the vectors in Fmq .
The i-dimensional affine subspaces (or i-flats) are the
i-dimensional vector subspaces of Fmq , and their cosets.
Thus AG(m, q) has a natural parallelism which we will
exploit in studying the resulting designs and codes.
The points and lines (that is, 1-flats) of an affine ge-
ometry form a Steiner design, denoted AG1(m, q). This
design has parameters
2− (qm, q, 1) .
The design has b = qm−1 q
m−1
q−1 blocks, and replication
number r = q
m−1
q−1 = q
m−1 + qm−2 + · · ·+ q + 1.
As with the projective case, affine geometry designs
have been extensively studied in the combinatorial liter-
ature, especially for m = 2, in which case they form the
best-known examples of affine planes. We note that in
many papers concerning LDPC codes derived from finite
geometries, the term “Euclidean geometry” and the no-
tation EG(n, q) is used for affine geometries. However,
typically the incidence matrices of Euclidean geometry
incidence structures are not the same as those obtained
in this section. We will discuss this in relation to our
affine results in Subsection III C.
We may obtain EAQECCs from affine geometry de-
signs. As in the projective case, these come in Type 1
and Type 2 varieties. Let D = AG1(m, q) with v points
and b blocks. Suppose H is the point-by-block incidence
matrix of D. Applying Proposition 7, the parameters of
the EAQECC obtained from H are given by[[
v, v − 2 rankH + rankHHT , d1; rankHH
T
]]
(5)
where d1 is the minimum distance of the linear code for
which H is a parity check matrix. If we instead use
the block-by-point incidence matrix HT , we may apply
Proposition 8 to obtain an EAQECC with parameters:[[
b, b− 2 rankH + rankHTH, d2; rankH
TH
]]
(6)
where d2 is the corresponding minimum distance.
Note that the incidence matrix of AG1(m, q) contains
a total of q
m−1
q−1 · q
m ones, compared to qm−1 q
m−1
q−1 · q
m
entries. Thus the density of the incidence matrix (re-
gardless of orientation) is:
1
qm−1
.
Therefore the incidence matrices of these designs do in-
deed provide low density parity check matrices.
In this section, we will show how the parameters in
Equations 5 and 6 may be calculated in general. Many
of these parameters may be calculated in ways similar to
the projective case. In particular, the value of rankH
is known for all affine designs, and thus the dimensions
of the EAQECCs created from the incidence matrix are
also known. If q is even, then rankH is directly related
to the rank of the projective geometry designs, by the
following formula:
Theorem 24 (Hamada [37]) The 2-rank of the affine
geometry design AG1(m, 2
t) satisfies:
rankAG1(m, 2
t) = rankPG1(m, 2
t)− rankPG1(m−1, 2
t)
When q is odd, a formula of Yakir [52] shows that the 2-
rank is v = qm for all m. Note that this is the maximum
possible rank.
As in the case of projective designs, Hamada conjec-
tured that the 2-rank of AG1(n, 2
t) is minimum among
all designs with the same parameters. Thus affine geom-
etry designs with q even may be expected to give codes
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with the best possible dimensions, compared to those ob-
tained from other designs with the same parameters.
We will also give minimum distances in all cases, and
show how the values of rankHHT and rankHTH may
be obtained for several infinite classes of designs.
We will now examine the EAQECCs obtained from
AG1(m, q) in detail.
1. Point-by-block (Type 2) codes
We will first consider the codes obtained by using the
point-by-block incidence matrixH of AG1(m, q) as a par-
ity check matrix. These correspond to “Type 2” LDPC
codes.
We will begin in the case that q is even.
Dimension. The dimension of the resulting EAQECC
is k = b−2 rankH+c, where rankH is given by Theorem
24.
Minimum distance. The minimum distance is known
to be q + 1 [53].
Entanglement consumption. Using the parameters of
the design, we see that λ = 1 and r is odd, so c =
rank (HHT ) = 1. Thus we have an infinite family of
EAQECCs which consume only one ebit. The entangle-
ment consumption rate of these codes is
c
n
=
1
qm−1 q
m−1
q−1
which decays exponentially with linear growth of q or m.
Next, we consider the case that q is odd.
Dimension. As mentioned above, the dimension of the
corresponding EAQECC is k = b− 2 rankH + c = b− 2 ·
qm + c.
Minimum distance. The minimum distance is known
to be 2q [53].
Entanglement consumption. In this case, the ebit con-
sumption rate is more complicated. Again, λ = 1. How-
ever, r is a sum ofm terms, each odd. Thus r is odd only
when m is odd, giving c = 1. Therefore in the case where
m is odd, we have another infinite family of EAQECCs
which consume only one ebit. If m is even, we instead
have c = v−1, and so we have an infinite family of codes
with almost maximum possible ebit consumption.
Figures 5 and 6 give a sample of the parameters of the
Type 2 codes which may be obtained from AG1(m, q)
with q even and q odd.
2. Block-by-point (Type 1) codes
Next we consider the EAQECCs obtained from the
block-by-point incidence matrix HT of AG1(m, q). The
codes obtained in this manner correspond to the classical
“Type 1” LDPC codes, although they are not always the
same as the codes obtained from the Euclidean geometry
EG1(m, q).
FIG. 5. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from AG1(m,q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 2 28 15 3 1
4 2 120 91 3 1
5 2 496 435 3 1
6 2 2016 1891 3 1
2 4 20 3 5 1
3 4 336 235 5 1
4 4 5440 4971 5 1
2 8 72 19 9 1
3 8 4672 3927 9 1
FIG. 6. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from AG1(m,q), q odd. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 3 117 64 6 1
4 3 1080 998 6 80
5 3 9801 9316 6 1
3 5 775 526 10 1
3 7 2793 2108 14 1
We first take care of a special case. If q is odd, then
rankH = v, and so the code obtained from H is the
trivial code consisting only of the zero vector, producing
a trivial EAQECC.
Thus, for the remainder of this section, we consider
only q even.
Dimension. The dimension of the corresponding
EAQECC is given by k = v − 2 rankHT + c, where
rankHT = rankH is given by Theorem 24. As with
projective geometries, it is difficult to properly analyze
the formula for rankHT . In order to produce non-
trivial codes which do not rely entirely on ebits for
data transmission, it is important to understand when
rankHT < v/2. In the special case m = 2, we have the
following result:
Theorem 25 Let D = AG1(2, 2
t) with block-by-point in-
cidence matrix HT . Then rankHT < v/2 for all t ≥ 3.
Consequently, the EAQECC produced by HT has non-
trivial dimension.
Proof. By a simplification of Hamada’s formula, we
have rankHT = 3t, while v = 22t = 4t. Simple algebra
gives 3t < 124
t when t ≥ 3. Note that for t = 2 we have
rankHT = 9 and v/2 = 8, so this bound is tight. 
For m > 2, it is possible for the dimension of H to
be close to v. As in the projective case, we note that as
q increases, rankHT grows more slowly than v. Thus
we expect that, for q large enough when compared with
m, the value of v − 2 rankHT will become (and stay)
positive, giving good EAQECCs.
Minimum distance. In this case, the minimum distance
is (q + 2)qm−2 [50]. Note that the minimum distance
increases exponentially as m increases.
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Entanglement consumption. In general, c =
rankHTH is not known for any q, although we have the
bound rankHTH ≤ rankH . Because rankH is conjec-
tured to be the smallest possible 2-rank among all designs
with the parameters of PG1(m, q), this indicates that the
affine geometry designs should consume relatively small
amounts of ebits.
In the special casem = 2, the designAG1(2, q) is called
an affine plane. In this case, we can say more about the
codes derived from the block-by-point incidence matrix
of AG1(2, q).
Theorem 26 Let HT be the block-by-point incidence
matrix of AG1(2, q) with q even. Then rankH
TH = q.
Proof. Two lines of the affine plane are either parallel
or intersect in exactly 1 point. There are q + 1 parallel
classes of lines, each containing exactly q lines, and each
line contains q points. Thus HHT is a block matrix of
the following form:
HTH =


D J J
J D · · · J
...
. . .
...
J J · · · D


where J is a q × q matrix of ones, and D = qIq .
Because q is even, D is the zero matrix. Thus each
column of the matrix is duplicated q times. Then any q
distinct columns are linearly independent, however, any
q + 1 distinct columns will add to the zero vector (be-
cause q is even). Clearly any q + 1 columns containing
a repeated column are dependent. Thus rankHTH = q.

Therefore when q = 2t is even, the EAQECC consumes
c = rankHTH = q ebits. In this case, the dimension of
the EAQECC obtained fromHT is k = v−2 rankH+c =
4t− 2 · 3t+2t, and the minimum distance is 2t+2. Thus
we have an infinite family of EAQECCs consuming 2t
ebits.
We end this portion with a summary of the parameters
of the Type 1 EAQECCs which may be obtained from
AG1(m, q), q even. Figure 7 gives these parameters.
FIG. 7. Sample parameters of Type 1 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from AG1(m,q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
2 8 64 18 10 8
2 16 256 110 18 16
2 32 1024 570 34 32
3. Affine subdesigns
Finally, we examine the subdesigns of affine geometry
codes. These geometric designs contain a large number
of highly structured subdesigns, which may be used with
Theorems 15 and 16 to help fine-tune the rates and min-
imum distances of the corresponding EAQECCs.
Theorem 27 Let D = AG1(m, q) on point set V . If
m ≥ 2, then D contains q disjoint subdesigns of order
qm−1, each isomorphic to AG1(m − 1, q). Furthermore,
the point sets of these subdesigns partition the points of
D.
Proof. Let H = {H1, . . . , Hq} be a parallel class of q
hyperplanes in D. Let the point set of Hj be Vj . Clearly
∪qj=1Vj = V , and the Vj are pairwise disjoint. The set of
all blocks of D which are contained entirely in Hj form
a subdesign Dj isomorphic to AG1(m− 1, q). 
Theorem 27 may be applied recursively: apply the the-
orem to each subdesign, to create q additional disjoint
subdesigns of smaller dimension:
Corollary 28 For m ≥ 2, d ≥ 2, the design AG1(m, q)
contains qm−i disjoint subdesigns of order qi. Further-
more, the point sets of these subdesigns partition the
points of D.
C. Euclidean geometry codes
In this final section concerning finite geometry
EAQECCs, we will examine the codes obtained from Eu-
clidean geometries. The Euclidean geometry EG(m, q) is
closely related to the affine geometry AG(m, q) discussed
in Subsection III B. The codes obtained from EG(m, q)
have been often studied (see, for example, [18] and ref-
erences therein). Specific examples of Euclidean geome-
tries have been studied due to their cyclic nature, which
leads to easier encoding in the classical LDPC case. In
this section, we will study the EAQECCs obtained from
EG(m, q), often focusing on their relation to their more
general cousins, the affine geometry codes.
We begin with an explanation of the relation between
Euclidean and affine geometries. Typically, the geome-
try EG(m, q) is defined in a way identical to AG(m, q).
We may obtain a set system called EG1(m, q) in a some-
what different manner. To create EG1(m, q), take all
points AG1(m, q) except the zero vector, and all lines
except those containing the zero vector. The set sys-
tem EG1(m, q) is not usually a design, however, it shares
many properties with designs.
The lines which we have excluded to form EG1(n, q)
this way each consist of all multiples of a single nonzero
vector. Thus EG1(m, q) has q
m − 1 points and b =(
qm−1 − 1
)
qm−1
q−1 lines. Each line contains q points. Each
point appears in r = q
m−1
q−1 − 1 = q
m−1 + qm−2 + · · ·+ q
lines. Note that this is one less than the replication num-
ber of AG1(m, q), because each point appears in exactly
one block containing zero. Thus Euclidean Geometry set
systems will still produce regular LDPC codes. Each pair
of points appears in at most one line. Thus, EG1(m, q)
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is similar to a Steiner design, and the Tanner graphs of
the codes derived from them do not have 4-cycles.
In general, it is more difficult to study the properties
of LDPC codes obtained from Euclidean geometries. We
will only study certain specific cases here.
The set system EG1(n, q) may be represented by an
incidence matrix in exactly the same way as a design.
Thus we may still speak of Type 1 or Type 2 codes. Let
D = EG1(m, q) with v points and b lines, and let H
be the point-by-block incidence matrix of D. Applying
Proposition 7, the parameters of the Type 1 EAQECC
obtained from D are[[
v, v − 2 rankH + rankHHT , d1; rankHH
T
]]
where d1 is the minimum distance of the code with H
as its check matrix. For Type 2 codes, we use HT and
Proposition 8 to obtain:[[
b, b− 2 rankH + rankHTH, d2; rankH
TH
]]
where d2 is the corresponding minimum distance.
We now study the parameters of these codes. We begin
by linking the ranks of these designs to those of other
finite geometries. If q is even but not equal to 2, the
rank of the incidence matrix of EG1(m, q) is given by a
formula of Hamada:
Theorem 29 (Hamada [37]) The 2-rank of the Eu-
clidean geometry design EG1(m, 2
t), t > 1, satisfies:
rankEG1(m, 2
t) = rankPG1(m, 2
t)− rankPG1(m−1, 2
t)−1.
Note that this is nearly identical to Theorem 24. If q =
2, then EG1(m, 2) is actually a design with parameters
2− (2m − 1, 2, 1) whose rank was also given by Hamada:
Theorem 30 (Hamada [37]) The 2-rank of the Eu-
clidean geometry design EG1(m, 2) is:
rankEG1(m, 2) =
m−1∑
s=1
(
m
s
)
1. Line-by-point (Type 1) codes
First, we consider the EAQECCs obtained via the
line-by-point (that is, Type 1) incidence matrix HT of
EG1(n, q).
First, suppose q is even. We may bound the minimum
distance using the BCH bound [16]:
d ≥
qm − 1
q − 1
.
In the specific case m = 2, we have equality.
We now specialize further, to EG1(2, 2
t). In this case,
the dimension of the EAQECC is k = v−2 rankHT+c =
q2−1−2 · (3t−1)+c (where rankHT simplifies to 3t−1
as in [16]) and the corresponding minimum distance is
2t + 1 [16].
We now examine the ebit consumption c = HTH of
these EAQECCs. Because HT is closely related to the
line-by-point incidence matrix of AG1(2, 2
t), the struc-
ture of HTH is nearly identical to that examined in The-
orem 26. In fact, the only difference is that one row and
one column from each block has been removed, which
does not change the 2-rank. Therefore, we have the fol-
lowing result:
Corollary 31 Let HT be the line-by-point incidence ma-
trix of EG1(2, q) with q even. Then rankH
TH = q.
Figure 8 gives a sample of the parameters of the Type
1 codes which may be obtained from EG1(m, q) with q
even.
FIG. 8. Sample parameters of Type 1 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from EG1(m, q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
2 8 63 19 9 8
2 16 255 111 17 16
2 32 1023 539 33 32
2. Point-by-line (Type 2) codes
Next, we will consider EAQECCs obtained from the
the point-by-line incidence matrix H of EG1(m, q). In
this case, the minimum distances of the corresponding
codes may be determined more precisely. For any q, we
we begin with an upper bound on the minimum distance
using the known bound for affine geometries:
Lemma 32 Let d(H) be the minimum distance of the
code with check matrix H. Let HEG be the point-by-block
incidence matrix of EG1(m, q), and let HAG be the point-
by-block incidence matrix of AG1(m, q). Then d(HEG) ≥
d(HAG) for any q and any m.
Proof. Recall that the minimum distance of the code
for which H is a check matrix is obtained by finding the
size of the smallest set of linearly dependent columns of
H . Consider any set of linearly dependent columns in
HEG. Then these same columns appear in HAG, but
with a single zero coordinate added (representing the
zero point, which did not appear in blocks of EG(n, q)).
Thus these columns are still dependent, and so we have
d(HEG) ≥ d(HAG). 
Theorem 33 Let terminology be as in Lemma 32. Then
for q even, d(HEG) = q + 1. For q odd, d(HEG) = 2q
unless m = 2.
Proof. We already have upper bounds from Lemma 32
and the results mentioned in Subsection III B, so we need
only to show lower bounds.
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We begin with q even. If q = m = 2, we may check by
hand that d(HEG) = 3 = q + 1. Henceforth assume that
q > 2 or m > 2. Because the minimum distance of the
code obtained from HAG is q + 1, there exists a set S of
q+1 linearly dependent columns of HAG, corresponding
to a set B of q + 1 blocks of AG1(m, q). Let P be the
multiset of points appearing in the blocks of B. As each
block of B has q points, |P | = q(q+1). However, because
the columns of S are dependent over F2, each point in P
must appear with multiplicity 2 or more. So, the number
of distinct points in P is at most q(q + 1)/2 < qm − 1
except for q = m = 2. Therefore there is a nonzero
point p of AG(n, q) which does not appear in P . Let
B′ = {b − p : b ∈ B}. That is, we shift each block of B
by p. Each new block corresponds to a coset of a linear
space. Because p 6∈ P , no element of B′ contains the zero
vector, and so the elements of B′ are lines of EG1(m, q).
Thus B′ is a linearly dependent set in EG1(m, q) of size
q + 1. Therefore in all cases, d(HEG) = q + 1.
A similar argument shows that, for q odd and m 6= 2,
d(HEG) = 2q. We note that in the case m = 2,
rankHEG = q
2−1, that is, full rank, and thus the codes
obtained from it are trivial. This may be proved in a
manner analogous to Lemma 34. 
We now specialize to the case of EG1(2, 2
t). By the
cyclic nature of the codes generated from Euclidean ge-
ometries, the codes with H and HT as their parity-check
matrices are isomorphic [16]. Thus the rank and mini-
mum distance are identical to that in the previous case.
Indeed, even rankHHT is the same, although this re-
quires additional explanation.
Theorem 34 Let H be the point-by-line incidence ma-
trix of EG1(2, 2
t). Then rankHHT = q.
Proof. Each point of EG1(2, 2
t) appears in an even
number of lines, so the inner product of each row of H
with itself is 0. Two points of the geometry which are
scalar multiples of each other appear together only in a
line containing the zero vector, which was removed. Thus
the inner products of the corresponding rows is also zero.
Finally, two points which are not scalar multiples appear
together in exactly one line.
Thus HHT is a block matrix of the following form,
containing q2 − 1 rows and columns:
HHT =


0 J J
J 0 · · · J
...
. . .
...
J J · · · 0


Here J is a q−1× q−1 matrix consisting only of ones.
Each column in the matrix is duplicated q−1 times. The
sum of any q+1 distinct columns is zero. Clearly any q+1
columns containing a repeated column are dependent.
Any q distinct columns are linearly independent, and so
rankHHT = q. 
Therefore, we have c = rankHHT = q. Thus we have
an infinite family of EAQECCs consuming 2t ebits.
We end this section with two tables of sample param-
eters. Figures 9 and 10 give sample parameters for the
Type 2 codes obtained from EG1(m, q) for q even and
odd, respectively.
FIG. 9. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs ob-
tained from EG1(m, q), q even. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 2 21 15 3 6
4 2 105 91 3 14
5 2 465 434 3 30
6 2 1953 1891 3 62
3 4 315 235 5 20
4 4 5355 4971 5 84
2 8 63 19 9 8
3 8 4599 3927 9 72
FIG. 10. Sample parameters of Type 2 LDPC EAQECCs
obtained from EG1(m, q), q odd. Each row corresponds to a
EAQECC with parameters [[n, k, d; c]].
m q n k d c
3 3 104 64 6 12
4 3 1040 960 6 80
5 3 9680 9316 6 120
3 5 744 526 10 30
3 7 2736 2108 14 56
IV. PERFORMANCE
In this section, we will present simulation results for
EAQECC codes obtained from Steiner 2-designs, focus-
ing especially those obtained from finite geometries. Our
general results show that the performance of these codes
is similar to their performance in the classical setting.
Our simulations were performed over the quantum de-
polarizing channel. In this model, each error (X , Y , and
Z) occurs independently in each qubit with equal prob-
ability fm. For a given check matrix H obtained from a
Steiner design, we performed each decoding in two sep-
arate classical decoding steps, each using the classical
sum-product algorithm (SPA). The first decoding step
consisted of decoding a vector of X-errors using H , while
the second step consisted of decoding a vector of Z-errors
using H . Note that a Y is represented as an error in the
same position in both the X and Z vector. If either
decoding step produces an incorrect result, the entire de-
coding is considered to have been incorrect. Our results
are reported in terms of the block error rate (BLER).
We first examine Type 1 codes, that is, codes obtained
from the block-by-point incidence matrix of a Steiner 2-
design. Figure 14 shows the performance of several such
codes obtained from projective and affine geometry de-
signs. As shown in Section III, these codes have very
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FIG. 11. Parameters of LDPC-EAQECCs obtained from PG1(m,q)
Typea m q rankH n k d c
2 any 2t rank (m, 2t) (q
m+1
−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
− 2 rankH + 1 q + 2 1
2 odd odd q
m+1
−q
q−1
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
− 2 q
m+1
−q
q−1
+ 1 2(q + 1) 1
2 even odd q
m+1
−q
q−1
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
(qm+1−1)(qm−1)
(q2−1)(q−1)
− 2 q
m+1
−q
q−1
+ 1 2(q + 1) v − 1
1 any 2t rank (m, 2t) q
m+1
−1
q−1
≤
qm+1−1
q−1
− rankH (q + 2)qm−2 ≤ rankH
1 any odd q
m+1
−q
q−1
qm+1−1
q−1
≤ −
qm+1+2q+1
q−1
+ rankH q
m+1
−1
q−1
≤ rankH
1 2 2t 3t + 1 q2 + q + 1 q2 + q − 2 · 3t q + 2 1
1 2 odd q2 + q q2 + q + 1 1 q2 + q + 1 b− 1
a Type refers to the traditional classification of finite geometry-based LDPC codes: Type 1 uses a line-by-point incidence matrix, while
Type 2 uses the transposed (i.e. point-by-line) incidence matrix. In each case, H refers to the incidence matrix in the appropriate
orientation.
FIG. 12. Parameters of EAQECCs obtained from AG1(m, q)
a
Type m q rankH n k d c
2 any 2t rank (m, 2t)− rank (m− 1, 2t) qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
− 2 rankH + 1 q + 1 1
2 odd odd qm qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
− 2qm + 1 2q 1
2 even odd qm qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
− qm − 1 2q v − 1
1 any 2t rank (m, 2t)− rank (m− 1, 2t) qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
≤ qm−1 q
m
−1
q−1
− rankH (q + 2)qm−2 ≤ rankH
1 2 2t 3t q2 q2 − 2 · 3t + q q + 2 q
a Note that for Type 1 codes with q odd, rankH = v and so the codes obtained are trivial. We have excluded these from this table.
large minimum distances while avoiding 4-cycles. As ex-
pected, these codes perform extremely well at relatively
high cross-over probabilities.
Our results here confirm the results of [9]: good perfor-
mance in the classical setting translates directly into good
performance from the corresponding quantum codes. In-
deed, Type 1 LDPC codes obtained from finite geometry
designs can give excellent error-correcting performance.
We next examine Type 2 codes, that is, codes obtained
from the point-by-block incidence matrix of a Steiner 2-
design. These codes are capable of obtaining extremely
high rates even at moderate block lengths. Figure 15
shows the performance of several such codes obtained
from finite geometry designs.
Figure 16 gives the block error rates for several codes
with high rates. These codes perform well when the
cross-over probability fm is low, but transmit at ex-
tremely high rates. We also present Figure 17 giving the
rates of these codes, as well as several others for compar-
ison.
Again, the good performance of finite geometry codes
in the classical setting corresponds to good performance
in the quantum setting. This direct correlation in per-
formance between the classical and quantum settings can
be seen when codes requires only one ebit to obtain well-
defined code spaces.
Finally, we compare several related codes obtained by
removing subdesigns from the parent design. Each code
in Figure 18 is a Type 2 code obtained from AG1(3, 3).
The original code is shown for reference. The code la-
beled “one sub” has had a single subdesign (a hyperplane
isomorphic to AG1(2, 3) removed. The code labeled “3
subs” has had a full parallel class of subdesigns (each
isomorphic to AG1(2, 3)) removed. This last code is a
regular LDPC code. As can be seen from the graph,
removing subdesigns has improved the error-correcting
performance of the codes while increasing their rate and
maintaining many of their essential properties.
Because removing subdesigns can increase the amount
of entanglement a code consumes in a flexible manner,
one can generate a code which effectively exploits preex-
isting entanglement by deleting appropriate small codes.
For example, a high net rate code consuming only one
ebit can turn into a heavily entanglement-assisted code to
achieve better error correction performance at the same
cross-over probability. This is illustrated in Figure 20.
A [[117, 64; 1]] code with a regular parity-check matrix
becomes a [[81, 56; 25]] code with a regular parity-check
matrix through gradual steps.
The improved BLER can also be achieved while al-
most keeping the extremely low amount of entanglement
a code requires in a similar manner. Figure 19 demon-
strates the increase. While the code only consumes 2
ebits after removing the Steiner spread, the difference in
BLER is drastic.
Our general construction method allows us to pro-
duce infinite families of codes for which rankHHT = 1
and whose Tanner graphs are guaranteed to contain
no 4-cycles, while maintaining a great deal of flexibil-
ity in terms of parameters and rate. In general, the
constructions presented by [13] do not guarantee that
rankHHT = 1, and so it is not easy to compare re-
sults. However, the codes constructed in [6] are related to
difference-set codes, which are closely related to certain
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FIG. 13. Parameters of LDPC-EAQECCs obtained from EG1(2, 2
t)
Typea m q rankH n k d c
1, 2 2 2t 3t − 1 q2 − 1 q2 − 2 · 3t − 3 + q 2t + 1 q
a The codes obtained from either orientation of the incidence matrix are isomorphic.
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types of combinatorial designs. This may allow applica-
tion of our methods to their codes, possibly allowing us
to determine rankHHT and more exact conditions on
the lengths of cycles.
Although it is not necessarily useful to indirectly com-
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FIG. 16. Performance of high-rate Type 2 EAQECCs
FIG. 17. Rates of EAQECCs obtained from finite geometries.
Type Geometry m q Rate
2 AG 3 7 0.7547
2 AG 5 3 0.9505
2 AG 3 3 0.5470
2 PG 3 7 0.7203
2 PG 4 3 0.9008
2 PG 3 3 0.4076
2 PG 3 5 0.6166
2 EG 2 8 0.3015
2 EG 2 16 0.4352
1 PG 2 8 0.2465
1 PG 2 16 0.4029
1 AG 2 8 0.2812
1 AG 2 16 0.4296
pare performance of codes with different parameters, the
general framework which we have presented guarantees
good properties in our codes.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a general theory for constructing
entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes using com-
binatorial design theory. These codes have desirable
properties, such as high error correction performance,
high rates, low decoding complexity, and requiring only
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one initial entanglement bit. Our methods are flexible
and allow for the construction of codes requiring pre-
scribed amounts of entanglement.
We have also determined exact parameters of
entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes based on fi-
nite geometry. Because the entanglement-assisted stabi-
lizer formalism bridges classical coding theory and quan-
tum error correction theory in a direct manner, these
results on entanglement-assisted quantum LDPC codes
are new and useful both in quantum and classical coding
FIG. 20. Summary of Type 2 codes obtained by deleting
subdesigns from AG1(3, 3).
Subsa N rankH k d c Rate
0 117 27 64 6 1 0.5470
1 105 27 60 6 9 0.5714
2 93 26 58 6 17 0.6236
3 81 25 56 6 25 0.6913
a This column denotes the number of subdesigns removed.
theories.
We have focused on design theory. However, other
classes of set systems may provide interesting results as
well. For example, the entanglement-assisted quantum
LDPC codes presented in [13] are easily understood as
set systems generated from difference matrices and their
generalizations (see [33] for the definition, basic facts, and
known results on difference matrices). Because LDPC
codes and set systems are equivalent, we expect that our
methods may be generalized to include a wider range of
classical codes.
Our methods have allowed us to obtain the parameters
for EAQECCs obtained from classical LDPC codes, espe-
cially those arising from finite geometries. These meth-
ods have proved very flexible, and may produce addi-
tional codes in future work.
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